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Think Before You Shoot is for those who love fine art and those who recognise the thought behind its creation, no matter
where they are in their photographic journey
This book crosses over many markets including: fine art market, art schools, gift store, travel enthusiasts, bloggers, nature lovers,
photography enthusiasts, family & portrait photography, sport enthusiasts, wildlife enthusiasts, pet enthusiasts, food enthusiasts,
street photography, real estate photography and website builders
“It’s about the underlying impulse that goes into perceiving a photographic moment and the techniques that support both this perception and
the process of capturing these instances in a manner that is not just technically adept, but creatively original.” —D. Donovan, Midwest
Book Review
This book is a visual feast, an offering both for those who love fine art and those who recognise the thought behind its creation. It is in
addition, a book for photographers seeking to learn how to make their own photographs more artistic.
The goal of this book is to offer readers a guide for those seeking to take fine, interpretive photographs and a joyful thought-provoking
journey that the photographs in this book will inspire.
For more than 45 years Santino Zafarana has simply photographed 'the magic of light' which he now shares his key techniques with
you in his book. Think Before You Shoot is a fine art photography book and educational guide created to help inspire photographers of
all levels to learn how to see and creative great photographs, no matter where they are in their photographic journey.
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